Ambro Luminate® Care & Maintenance - Timber Finish
Storage
Where practical leave luminate stored in crate that it was received in.
If unpacked from crate, whenever possible store on a flat surface, if this is not possible store on
the long edge leaning against a dry wall and raise from the floor on cardboard/foam or fabric.
Always protect from moisture, heat and extreme climatic conditions.
Store out of direct sunlight and cover.
Installation
Follow normal door and hardware installation. Please note, as the product is prefinished, be extra careful not to damage the product.
Any trimmed edge or machining including lock check outs should be sealed with a clear polish.
Care and cleaning
Never use abrasive or solvent products to clean surfaces; warm soapy water should suffice.
Timber Fading
This is a natural timber product therefore sunlight can fade the timber.
Re-Polishing
In most cases Ambro Luminate can be Sanded and repolished. The face of timber is up to 23mm thickness on average. Careful sanding will allow for the re-finishing of the product many
times over its lifetime. As this process specific instructions please contact Ambro via our contact
details found on our website www.ambroglobal.com.
Minor Repairs (Scratches)
Please note that the techniques described below are only to mask the scratches, a perfect result (eg. factory finish) can only be achieved in a factory environment
Scratches can take on two forms - those that only scratch the final coating and those that
penetrate into the timber surface if the product itself.
Surface scratches - Repair by matching the colour of the finish with a permanent marker. Lightly
mark the scratch with the permanent marker, removing excess with a clean rag or you finger.
When you are satisfied with the masking of the scratch, apply AMBRO oil to the scratch, again
wiping away any excess oil with a rag.
Surface Penetrating Scratches - Apply AMBRO oil to the scratch to give the timber a finished
look (this should remove the raw timber look that was present after scratching). If the finished
coating around the scratch is visible, apply the techniques learnt in the surface scratch instructions above.
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